Please bring all supplies to the August Open House Meeting!

OPEN HOUSE SET FOR
THURSDAY AUGUST 2\textsuperscript{ND} FROM 6-8
Waterloo Kindergarten Supply List

1. 1 pack (24 count) of PLAIN #2 pencils- these will be shared during the year
2. 1 - 1/2 inch white binder with clear pocket on front
3. 2 packs Crayola crayons- 8 basic colors- regular size (no fat crayons)

**LABEL 1 PACK**

4. 3 packs Crayola crayons- 24 count
5. 1 pack of highlighters (any color)- for student use
6. 1 pack of EXPO dry erase markers (to be used by students with the new reading program)
7. 1 pair of Fiskars brand scissors- **LABEL**
8. 20 Elmer's glue sticks- solid type only- no liquid glue
9. Sturdy vinyl supply bag- NO SUPPLY BOXES!!! (Bank and cosmetic bags may be used) **LABEL**
10. 3 spiral notebooks (solid color)- 70 count, wide ruled pages- **DO NOT LABEL!!!!**
11. 1 decorative folder with pockets on the inside **LABEL**
12. 1 GREEN plastic folder with 3 prongs and pockets on the inside
13. 1 see-through zipper supply pouch with metal reinforced holes (to be used for sending money and notes to and from school) **LABEL**
14. Change of clean clothes and underwear in a Ziploc bag- **Label bag and each garment with name.**
15. Box of colored pencils (10 count)
16. Pack of fat WASHABLE Crayola markers- **10 COUNT**
17. Five (5) folders with prongs in these colors: red, blue, yellow, green, and orange. Please **DO NOT** label these with your child's name.
18. One box of kleenex
19. 2 packs of wide ruled paper- for student notebooks)
20. 2 bottles of HAND SOAP
21. 1 tub of baby wipes- (for quick clean up after projects, special snacks)
22. Headphones (please no ear buds)- these will be used by your child in the computer lab- **LABEL**

****WISH LIST ITEMS******

BOYS- gallon size ziploc bags
GIRLS- sandwich size ziploc bags
LYSOL WIPES
COLORED COPY PAPER

There is a $25 classroom donation used to purchase copy paper, handwriting paper, reading center materials, and craft/art supplies. Thanks for your donation. Please bring this to the AUGUST PARENT MEETING!

** Please label ONLY the following with your child's name: **One pack** of the 8 count crayons, scissors, supply bag and money bag, decorative folder with pockets, change of clothes, headphones, and your child's backpack. All other supplies will be stored together and used as needed. **DO NOT** label the other items.

*** Nurse's Wish List- Band-aid brand Antiseptic Wash, 8 oz. Thermometer Tip Covers for digital thermometer

Thanks so much,
Sabrina Price
Kindergarten Teacher